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Bridging the worlds 

where science is 

performed and 

science is 

published



Services for all actors

Funders, institutions, RIs, initiatives, 3rd

parties

Content providers, 

Research Infras

Researchers, scientists

Support

Accelerate

Monitor



An open metadata research 

graph of interlinked scientific 

products, with access rights 

information, linked to funding 

information and research

communities

Graph: model for the representation of information

OpenAIRE uses it to represent objects in the scholarly communication domain and the relationships

that exist among them. 

Edges of the graph are annotated with a label that specifies the semantics of the relationships 

between two objects, each represented as a node in the graph.



… and 
more

Academic 
Graph

… and 
more

… and 
more

… and more European and international 
funders

… and 
more

… and 
more

… and 
more

Collecting metadata, links, and full-texts 
from more than 12K sources worldwide to
materialize a graph where entities of the

research life cycle are linked to each other
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Different records representing the 
same entity (results or organization) 

are merged in one

Full-text mining
Inference of new properties and links

RAW

OpenAIRE Research Graph 
the supply chain

Data 
sources Metadata records corresponding to 

equivalent objects are merged.
Pre-print, post-print, published 

versions are considered equivalent 
for stats & monitoring purposes
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RAW

Metadata, 
relationships, 
full-texts

Relationships

Metadata, 
relationships, 
full-texts

Metadata, 
relationships

Aggregated data sources

Aggregators

Repositories

Registries

OA Journals

Data sources

Publishers

CRIS

450Mi harvested records

500Mi bi-lateral links

13Mi+ full-texts



Registries: 
data sources offering authoritative
lists of entities

Registries of data sources

Registries of organizations

Registries of projects

Registries of researchers

and other funders

+ journal lists from 
publishers

and other 
funders
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OpenAIRE Provide
Services for Repository Managers

one stop shop for all 
OpenAIRE content providers



OpenAIRE Content Provider Dashboard
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One-stop-shop web service where content providers (repositories, data 

archives, journals, aggregators, CRIS systems) interact with OpenAIRE.

It provides the front-end access to many of OpenAIRE's backend services.



Added-value services
On top of the

Research Graph



Improve your metadata. 
Get more connections
OA Broker service offers a wealth of information on 
scholarly communication data. Find out what 
interests you and subscribe to enrich your records.

ENRICH



Integration with third-party services

EC SYGMA Scopus ORCID

Feed



https://tfm2030connect.un.org

https://tfm2030connect.un.org/


https://develop.openaire.eu

Supporting third-parties at 
building added-value 

services

Open APIs and Dumps

https://develop.openaire.eu/


https://explore.openaire.eu

https://explore.openaire.eu/


Annotations - B2Note (EUDAT)

3 types of Annotations



Landing pages further improvements



Open Citations Addition



Metrics visualization improvement





https://covid-19.openaire.eu

https://covid-19.openaire.eu/


https://ni.openaire.eu

https://ni.openaire.eu/


https://www.openaire.eu/guides

https://www.openaire.eu/guides




https://argos.openaire.eu

https://argos.openaire.eu/


Two ways to create DMPs or Dataset 
Descriptions



https://amnesia.openaire.eu

https://amnesia.openaire.eu/


https://howtofair.dk

https://howtofair.dk/


https://www.openaire.eu/blogs/use-cases-of-institutional-rdm-support-openaire-blog-series

https://www.openaire.eu/blogs/use-cases-of-institutional-rdm-support-openaire-blog-series










Schools 
Seismograph  

Network

Open Science Journal

Open Schools 
Journal for 

Open Science

Bringing 
Nobel Prize 

Physics
to Classroom

Citizen Science Activities

Seismic Data Access Research Data



Integration with OpenAIRE Services

Journal Articles
● Assigned DOI

● Indexed on OpenAIRE

● Findability

● Accessibility

● Interoperability

● Reusage



New discovery!

Since 2009, Kepler Space Telescope has been recording small reductions (eclipses) in the light of distant stars due to the 
transit of planets in front of them. Our goal is to detect planets in orbit around distant stars from Kepler's mission data, 
following the Reading Method using two programs written by our team in programme language C. If the readings are 
detected and confirmed, we proceed to their analysis. characteristics of the planet: Ray, inclination, distance from the star, 
and especially if it is in the so-called "habitable zone" which will make it possible to maintain life.

However, we have already identified such an exoplanet in orbit around the star KIC 1432789, the characteristics 
of which our team analyzed for the first time.
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